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In our previous post we discussed how to embellish your Visio drawings with clipart you’re not
restricted to the stencils that Visio provides. We’ve created a Microsoft Visio stencils, shapes,
templates, and add-ons for FREE and purchase from ShapeSource by Visimation. Visio Guy - »
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To see the dimensions, or measurements, of a shape, select it and look in the status bar below
the Shapes window. The width, height, and angle are listed automatically. Visio Guy - » – Visio
Shapes & Stencils. Visio Shapes Links. Visio Shapes. ShapeSource Shapes, stencils,

templates and add-ons from long-time Visio experts. Barry Milliken is a practicing Registered
Architect with extensive computer aided design (CAD) experience. He uses Visio for most of his
design work because
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Visio Guy - » – Visio Shapes & Stencils. Visio Shapes Links. Visio Shapes. ShapeSource
Shapes, stencils, templates and add-ons from long-time Visio experts. To see the dimensions, or
measurements, of a shape, select it and look in the status bar below the Shapes window. The
width, height, and angle are listed automatically.
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I was searching for some Visio shapes and came across the following. Mon Jan 25, 2010 4:26
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In our previous post we discussed how to embellish your Visio drawings with clipart you’re not
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Free Visio Oil And Gas Shapes. Freeware: Visio Deck And Garden Stencil. Your business is
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